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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlosariel Cartagena Molano has contributed to the dictionary with 4 meanings that we have approved and collected in
this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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ahuchar
When becomes something strange to the gate is le ucha dogs, when we go hunting and have the animal near him
uchamos dogs, entonses uchar is term insdigena which means put in smell, send to chase something

chuquio
a word that can be applied and identify any object or thing but does not give its meaning. This is: collection of
wastewater produced by household indigenous pijao not exceeding 2 metres depth of 0.30 diameter cms as own
cuadrupedos bath domestic remains muddy. This system is constructed a mile from the House and was used when
there were no sewers. Carlosariel Cartagena Molano

jecho
the jecho or the jeches is a manners of language Indian who assimilate it Academy with the " made " and it means that: )
This time, and then begins to pasarce or decay b ) has experience, c ) It is mature. Gracias:Fundacion community
famcobal

retaliación
means the lags more low and treacherous sentiment against someone, by the coldness of the communication.RETALi:
the leftovers, what remains, it hurts, the perverse.Action: acting, say, talk about conhechos.    Many thanks


